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BITalino is an affordable & open-source biosignals platform that allows 

anyone from students up to professional developers to create projects 

and applications using physiological sensors. 

With this toolkit, human biosignals can be easily and quickly acquired, 

observed & analyzed at very low budget without compromising the 

quality of the acquired data. Due to its ease-of-use, BITalino became a 

very successful toolkit among maker, developer & student communities. 

It integrates software & hardware components allowing multi-sensor 

acquisitions, including Electrocardiography (ECG), Electromyography 

(EMG), Electrodermal activity (EDA), Electroencephalography (EEG), 

Accelerometer (ACC) & Light (LUX).

What is
BITalino?
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BITalino was developed to support Do-it-Yourself (DiY) and 

prototyping projects and to be the perfect tool for students & 

teachers in a classroom & laboratory environments. 

With BITalino, the teacher or tutor can rapidly set-up a virtual or 

presential class and ensure that each student interacts individually 

with the biosignal acquisition platforms without requiring an 

engineering background.

BITalino has a software for visualization and recording of raw data, a 

set of programming APIs, signal processing add-ons, and an open-

source framework for real-time data acquisition & visualization.

Education & 
Prototyping

https://bitalino.com/en/software
https://bitalino.com/en/development/apis
https://plux.info/22-software
https://github.com/BITalinoWorld/revolution-python-serverbit
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How does it work?

Connect your BITalino device via Bluetooth to 

a device running Windows, macOS, Linux, or 

Android and record data using our 

OpenSignals solutions or develop your own 

software using the different APIs available 

among our community.

3. Record your biosignals2. Select the kits1. Define the Goal

If you intend to develop a DiY project, you just 

have to select the sensors, componentes & 

acessories you’ll need to develop your prototype.

If you want to teach & run a class, you can select 

the teaching bundle that fits your teaching field.

Our BITalino kits & bundles were inspired on 

market experience and customer needs 

We currently have multiple kits based on different 

configurations of BITalino hardware, taking 

advantage of booth usability & versatility.  

Electrodermal Activity (EDA)
sympathetic nervous system

Electromyography (EMG)
muscle activity

Pushbutton (BTN)
manual event annotation

Accelerometer (ACC)
motion

Prototyping Board (PRT)
interface for custom accessories

Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC)

LED
video camera sync

Light Sensor (LUX)
computer screen sync

Buzzer (BUZ)
audio feedback

Electrocardiography (ECG)
cardiac activity

Electroencephalography (EEG)
brain activity

https://bitalino.com/en/software
https://bitalino.com/en/development/apis
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Sensor
Portfolio

You can find our sensors in different configurations, 

ranging from barebone PCBs facilitating the prototyping 

(see the sensors below) or even pre-assembled sensors 

enclosed in 3D-printed cases for educational proposes 

(see the sensors on the right).

Electromyography (EMG) Sensor with and without 

connectors for HW prototyping
muscle activity

(Example)

Photoplethysmography (PPG)Electrodermal Activity (EDA)

Electromyography (EMG) Electroencephalography (EEG)

Electrocardiography (EEG)Respiration (PZT)
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Take advantage of all BITalino features in your own software. 

PLUX and the BITalino community developed multiple APIs in 

most popular programming languages providing  full access to 

all BITalino features without the need of our OpenSignals 

software.

Visit our APIs Repositories to find out more.

Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs)

https://bitalino.com/en/development/apis
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BITalino was launched on 2013 and up to this moment +7.500 

units are being used in over 600 private and public institutions all 

over the world. Its presence is growing significantly and has been 

supported by our strong distributors and resellers network 

implemented worldwide. 

BITalino
Journey

Get more information on our websites plux.info and bitalino.com

https://plux.info/
https://bitalino.com/en/
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Product Manager

Madalena Proença

mproenca@plux.info

Av. 5 de Outubro 70-2

1050-059 Lisbon | Portugal

+351 211 956 542 | info@plux.info

Lisbon Office


